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When 16th-century Spanish invaders reached the

Andes Mountains, the Incas’ innovative use of a humble

material filled them with fear and awe.  To cross deep gorges

punctuating their main highway, the Incas twisted grasses

into sturdy ropes for suspension bridges that could, without

supports, span 150 feet – making them about half again as

long as any other bridge the Spaniards had ever seen.

     This past spring, 14 MIT students traversed the chasm

between ancient civilization and modern engineering,

working about 70 hours to create their own fiber suspension

bridge across the moat behind the Stata Center.  The Chaka

Stata project (chaka means bridge in Quechua, the language

of the Incas) was part of Materials in Human Experience, a

class that explores materials’ physical characteristics–and

asks why different peoples selected certain materials and

how they have used them.

     The Incas’ many uses for fiber included an accounting

device called a quipu, slings to hurl stones in combat, and

bridges.  To create the Chaka Stata, students twisted and

braided 50 miles of sisal twine into six primary cables, 4 for

the floor and 2 for handrails; each cable was able to sustain

5,000 pounds of force.

Made from the fibers of an agave called maguey,

the twine is twice as strong as the local grasses used in the

Keshwa-chaka, one of the last bridges of Inca origin still

functioning in Peru.  (Locals have created new cables for

the bridge at annual 3-day festivals for 600 years.)  However,

the Incas built bridges with other natural fibers, like woven

vines and perhaps sisal.

     On a Saturday in May, the students spent 12 hours

assembling the bridge (which hung about 6 feet above the

moat at its lowest point), using concrete blocks and boulders

to anchor its 70-foot span.  “The bridge was over designed,

the way all engineering constructions are, so it could take

many more people than could ever stand on it,” says

professor of archaeology and ancient technology Heather

Lechtman, who was one of 3 class instructors.

     Chemical-engineering major Alice Chang ’10 quickly

discovered the hazards of handling 850 pounds of twine;

THE ORIGINAL MATERIALS SCIENCE

Students Build A Suspension Bridge Like The Incas

splinters and chafing.  She also developed respect for the Incas’

engineering savvy.  “[The class] takes a look at the past-

culturally, and through an engineering lens,” says Chang.  “You

wouldn’t really expect it at a place like MIT, where it’s all

about future technology.”

     No shortcuts were allowed, even though the 3-inch-thick

main cables were about 170 feet long.  “When they realized

how much time it was going to take to twist all those

cords…some of them wanted to use machines that would do

the twisting for them,” says Lechtman, but she nixed that idea.

     Using the Incas’ preferred walkway material would have

entailed collecting thousands of twigs, so Lechtman proposed

flexible wood-slat sand-dune fencing to follow the bridge’s curve.

This time, the students objected.

     “One of them said, ‘Professor Lechtman, we’ve gone to so

much trouble to make this as close as we can to the way the

Andean peoples made it.  We’re not going to use slatted fence,’”

Lechtman recalls.  “And I said, ‘Good for you.’”  They opted

for fencing made of hollow reeds instead.  “These students

really got it,” says Lechtman.  “They understood what the people

of the Inca Empire were capable of.”

     John Ochsendorf, associate professor of architecture, has

studied Inca suspension bridges for more than a decade and

consulted on the Chaka Stata project.  “I was completely blown

away because it looked so much like the Keshwa-chaka,” he

says.

Sandra Swanson, MIT News,

September/October 2007
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Cordage Institute Technical Meeting

January 29-30, 2008

Embassy Suites

Philadelphia International Airport

Cordage Institute Annual Conference

May 14-17, 2008

Saddlebrook Resort

Tampa, Florida
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Consultants in Flexible Tension Member Systems

www.TensionTech.com

JOHN FLORY

4 Tower Lane, Morristown, NJ 07960
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Research and Development Mooring Analysis
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MEET THE NEW

BOARD MEMBERS

Below is a brief introduction to the two new

Directors recently elected to the Cordage Institute Board.

Otto Grabandt, Teijin Aramid

Otto Grabandt is the Business

Manager, Dept. Linear Tension

Members (ropes and pipes) for Teijin

Aramid. He has had responsibilities

within Akzo Nobel and Teijin Aramid

in research, technical marketing, and

business development for Twaron

and Technora aramid fibers. He has

an M.S. in Physical Chemistry, with

minors in Polymer Chemistry,

Theoretical Chemistry, and Radio Chemistry, and a Ph.D. in

Physical Chemistry.

Lyle Kelliher,

Hooven Allison LLC

Lyle Kelliher was President/

CEO of Hooven Allison for 16

years prior to the sale of the

company to Wellington

Leisure Products in January,

2001. He was Executive Vice

President of the Commercial

Products Division at

Wellington, and rejoined Hooven Allison LLC when the

company was formed by the NAFTA Fund in April, 2006.

Lyle previously served three years (1989-1991) as President

of the Cordage Institute and remained on the Board until 1999.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE

CORDAGE INSTITUTE

Reseller Member

The MIBRO GROUP LLC

Buffalo, NY

www.mibro.com

Products: Polypropylene, Nylon, Polyester, Cotton, Manila,

Sisal and Jute Rope and Cordage

Academic Member

Engineers Club of Dayton Foundation

Dayton, OH

www.engineersclub.org

www.storyofrope.org

.
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ON THE WATER

THE COAST GUARD STAMP OF

APPROVAL – PART II

When evaluating new products submitted for

approval for use on commercial and recreational vessels,

the U.S. Coast Guard judges them against “technical

standards.”

This means that the product’s design, materials and

manufacturing or construction methods used must generally

conform to the existing standards for similar products that

have already been approved.  If a manufacturer’s product

stays within this rather narrow area that the Coast Guard is

already comfortable with, then approval usually isn’t terribly

difficult.  But venture out into the uncharted waters of

innovation, and a dark cloud forms that makes forward

progress very difficult.

MMS: ULTRADEEPWATER GULF

DRILLING REMAINS STRONG

A record number of drilling rigs are currently working

in the ultra deep water in the Gulf of Mexico, according to the

US Minerals Management Service. "For the first time, 15 rigs

are drilling for oil and gas in 5,000 ft of water or greater in the

gulf," said MMS director Randall Luthi. And while drilling

activity in deepwater remains strong, advances also have been

made in the area of production. In July, Atwater Valley

Producers Group reported that natural gas production had

begun from Independence Hub, a semisubmersible platform

moored in 8,000 ft of water on Mississippi Canyon Block 920,

123 miles southeast of Biloxi, Mississippi, MMS said.

     When fully operational, Independence Hub platform,

reportedly the world's deepest production platform ever

installed as well as the largest offshore gas processing facility,

will produce gas from 15 subsea wells. Before Independence

Hub's start-up, MMS noted, the production facility in the

deepest water was the Na Kika floating production system in

6,340 ft of water, operated by BP PLC.

BOB BILLINGS, A LONG TERM

EXECUTIVE AT SAMSON,

HAS PASSED AWAY

Most of Mr. Billing's career was in the cordage

industry and it began when he joined Samson Cordage Works.

They had a manufacturing facility in Shirley, MA and offices

in Boston. Samson produced strong cotton braided cords that

were used for clothesline, window sash cord and general

industry use.

When Nylon came along and with it new braiding

techniques, Bob was very involved in producing and promoting

ropes that were stronger and could be used in a wider range

of applications. This led to a major development that was

called Double Braid - two braids in one - which became a

premier product for industrial and marine applications. Later,

Samson produced the largest and strongest fiber ropes in the

world. During this time, Bob became Vice-President of sales

and marketing and was able to promote fiber-based mooring

systems around the world. Samson made new advances when

stronger fibers became available that could produce fiber

ropes for replacement of steel wire ropes in many applications.

In 1985, Samson celebrated its anniversary of one

hundred years in business. After the acquisition of a marine

engineering firm, the company's name was changed to

“Samson Ocean Systems” and Bob Billings was made

President/COO. Bob's career at Samson spanned 26 years.

He regularly attended Cordage Institute meetings and also

served a term as President. Bob was a member of the

Trinitarian Congregational Church in Wayland, Massachusetts.

He enjoyed racquet sports, sailing, skiing, gardening, friends

and his family.

Contributed by: G. P. Foster

It seems that the Coast Guard isn’t very interested in

approving anything that’s new.

The net result of the Coast Guard’s current technical-

standards-driven system is that while it may strictly ensure

that all existing items meet the current minimum standards, it

makes it exceedingly difficult to introduce innovation and any

major advancement to the marketplace.

It effectively stalls what should otherwise be a long-

term, steady progression of technological breakthroughs and

simultaneously gives established companies a huge advantage

by limiting competition from smaller, and often more forward

thinking, companies that are trying to break into the market.

It’s safe to say that lives have been lost unnecessarily

because of it.

On the other hand, a performance-standards-based

system would be more concerned with how well things actually

work, or don’t work, when used as intended in real-world

conditions encountered by mariners.  Then, such things as

safety of materials and design would be looked at.

In other words, it’s arriving at the desired destination

that should count the most, not whether you followed the

existing path to get there.  Such a system would spur both

innovation and competition, provide a much more level playing

field, and reward the entrepreneurial spirit that the country

was built on.

The big question is why anyone in his or her right

mind would want to keep the ponderous, unresponsive system

like the one we’ve got in place?

Joel Milton, WorkBoat, August 2007

Continued on next page...
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BEAR SAVED FROM FATAL FALL

About a dozen volunteers safely lowered a tranquilized

black bear from picturesque Rainbow Bridge near Donner

Summit to the floor of a granite-strewn ravine. The concerted

act of mercy occurred against a backdrop of escalating

encounters between humans and bears in the region this year,

many resulting in the death of bears in car crashes or their

capture by basin residents tired of bruin break-ins.

In this situation, though, humans turned out to save

the life of a 250-pound bear that literally clung for its life

through the night.

According to the Truckee BEAR League's Dave

Baker, a medium-size bear jumped the railing of Rainbow

Bridge, a 100-foot concrete arch near Donner Summit.

"The bear was crossing the bridge as cars were coming

from the east and west," said Baker. "(The cars) pinched the

bear up and over the guard rail." The bear apparently jumped

to avoid the cars, then found itself trapped in the concrete

girders beneath the highest point of the bridge ."I've been on a

lot of bear rescues, and this is the most intense bear call that

I've been on," Baker said.

One of the first on the scene, Baker said he saw claw

marks etched into the concrete railing where the bear leaped

and then scrambled for a secure hold to prevent falling about

80 feet. Baker said he and a man from Las Vegas identified

only as "Andy" tracked down a 20-by-40-foot nylon net from

an Army surplus store in Reno. Assisted by rock and tree

climbers, Baker strung the orange cargo mesh beneath the

span of the 80-year-old bridge.

A Nevada County Animal Control official then shot

the animal with a tranquilizer dart. "We thought it would take

15 minutes - no, it took forever," said Executive Director Ann

Bryant, of the BEAR League, of the wait for the sedative to

take effect. "He kept lifting his head up - he was really fighting

it." According to Baker, Mike Turner, of Turner's Tree Service,

donned a safety harness and lowered himself over the bridge
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in an effort to push the bear off the girder and into the net.

Bryant said the bear was in danger of falling toward the net's

outside edge, which could have ended with the animal landing

on the granite crags below.

"Then I yelled, 'It's a good time to give her a nudge -

she'll just fall in there,'" Bryant said of the tense moment.

"[Turner] just pushed her with a pole and a boot, and the bear

tumbled into the net. As soon as she fell, the net became a

bag." When the bear reached the ground, it staggered out,

still groggy from the drugged dart.

At that point, nearly 100 spectators lining the roadway

cheered and applauded the brown-furred bruin, Bryant said.

     Bryant said she and BEAR League volunteer Kellie Baker

then herded the animal into the shade, away from the crowds,

where it laid down.

The BEAR League worked alongside Nevada

County Animal Control, Truckee Animal Control and the

California Highway Patrol to help in the rescue effort and

control traffic and crowds, according to Truckee Animal

Control Officer Dan Olsen.

Andrew Cristancho, Nevada Appeal News Service

Contributed by Loui McCurley

Currently, 70% of the gulf's oil production comes from

leases in water greater than 1 ,000 ft while 40% of the gulf's

gas production comes from leases in those same water depths.

As of April, the gulf's production was estimated at

1.3 million b/ d of oil and 7.7 bcfd of gas.

"As the industry continues its exploration in deeper

waters, the availability of technology capable of operating in

deeper water depths and more extreme conditions becomes

an important issue," MMS said.

OGJ Online, July 20, 2007

MMS: ULTRADEEPWATER GULF

DRILLING REMAINS STRONG

Continued...
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Knots & Notes

GULF OF MEXICO

ULTRADEEPWATER

DRILLING ACTIVITY

Several drilling rigs are being built for use in the

deepwater gulf. These rigs under construction, which range

from drillships to semisubmersibles, will be capable of operating

in 12,000 ft of water or greater. Some of these rigs will be

ready as early as the summer of 2008 and others are expected

to be operational by the second half of 2009.

"The offshore oil and gas industry is facing frontier-

like conditions and developing advanced technology to explore

the ultradeep gulf waters in order to secure the nation's energy

production," Luthi said.

Oil & Gas Journal, August 2007

COAST GUARD: BARGE IN CRASH

COULD’VE AVOIDED BOAT

As it nears the end of its probe into a deadly collision

off Sands Point in June, the Coast Guard says a barge that

apparently struck a pleasure boat had enough room in the

shipping channel to steer around the smaller craft.

 The 24-foot pleasure boat was anchored in the

navigation channel south of the Execution Rocks Lighthouse

while its occupants were fishing, said Lt. Jake Hobson of

the Marine Casualty Investigations Office at Coast Guard

Sector New York.

Navigation charts show the channel there is at least

a quarter-mile wide. The petroleum barge Patriot, owned by

Seaboat Inc., of Fall River, MA, is 324 feet long and 75 feet

wide.

Because there was sufficient clearance in the

channel, Hobson said it is unlikely any action would be taken

against the owner of the pleasure boat. But the Coast Guard

might penalize the owner of the barge and its tugboat or their

crews if tests by the Nassau police lab prove the barge struck

the pleasure boat.

Technicians are trying to identify fiberglass or paint

traces that may be from the smaller boat on the hull of the

barge. The six crewmen on the tug and barge told

investigators they were unaware of hitting another vessel.

"They said they saw the fishing boat, but they

believed it was entangled with or dealing with another pleasure

vessel," Hobson said.

The accident occurred June 10, 2007 when boat

owner Raphael Rivera, 55, of the Bronx, was fishing with

his girlfriend, Leibe Ociele Medina, 47, also of the Bronx,

and brother, Efrain Rivera, 60, of Rhode Island.

Raphael Rivera said he saw the tug Donald C.

pushing The Patriot, which was en route from New York

City to New Haven, CT, when they were about 300 yards

away. Rivera said he expected the barge to avoid his boat,

but when it didn't change course, he waved an orange life

jacket at it, then jumped in the water with Medina.

After the impact, Rivera surfaced and saw Medina,

who was wearing a life jacket, floating face down about 50

feet away. She died a week later.

The lawyer representing Medina's family has served

notice on Seaboat Inc. that he intends to file a lawsuit. Hobson

said, "We believe they were anchored on the southern side

of the channel." He said boats are not supposed to anchor in

channels, but "where they were is not necessarily a narrow

channel" and "as long as they are not impeding traffic," it was

not a problem.

"They're not professional mariners," he added. "We

hold the licensed mariner to a higher standard; they are

operating a commercial vessel." Hobson said six crew

members were aboard the tugboat and barge, but would not

divulge how many were serving as lookouts. Drug and alcohol

tests came back negative, he said.

"We're waiting for a couple of pieces of evidence to

come back [from the lab], and at that point we'll make a

determination as to cause and look at potentially pursuing some

action against the mariner if the vessel ... ran them down,"

Hobson said.

A Nassau police spokesman said there was no estimate

on when the lab tests would be completed.

Frank Floriani, the Manhattan attorney representing

Medina's family, said, "Our information is that the barge did

not have a lookout."

Kirk Lyons, the Manhattan attorney representing

Seaboat, said, "We cannot respond because the matter is under

investigation."

Newsday, September 2007
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